Wanted

Anna
The Arcane
The arcane knight Anna is very hard to get hold of. It is rumoured that
the Mechanical Engineering student she loves playing the piano and
swimming, but that she is also a keen explorer and loves to go on
quests. The 19-year-old might therefore make a worthy opponent in
this Quest, as long as she stays away from slugs.

Wanted

Bastiaan
The Berserk
Knight Bastiaan the Berserk can often be found around a kitchen or
library, as he loves both books and cooking. However, as his nickname
describes, things tend to break around him, especially when disturbed
in his contemplations. No matter if its items, people surrounding him or
buildings that get in the way. However, the 23 year old European
Studies alumnus has a great fear of jellyfish.

Wanted

Belinda
The Black
The 21-year-old knight Belinda is a skilled swordsman and enjoys
baking cakes. As innocent as this may seem, Belinda got her dark
nickname for a reason. She uses her fear of the unexpected as a veil,
but plots her own special plans in the meantime - plans inspired by the
books she loves to read and her education in Biomedical Engineering.

Wanted

Bob
The Bold
Knight Bob the Bold is not scared of anything, as long as there are no
viruses or bacteria in his path. He enjoys reading, playing tennis and
sitting behind a screen, either watching movies or series, or
programming. The 19-year-old computer science student enjoys the art
of painting.

Wanted

Cas
The Crafty
Slightly immature knight Cas (turning 20 this week) is renowned for his
musical skills. His knowledge of music has baffled many, while his
crafty side also has him enjoy playing the guitar. This craftiness,
combined with his fear of growing up makes this mechanical
engineering student a skilled adversary.

Wanted

Chantal
The Chieftain
Knight Chantal studies psychology, but this has not yet helped her
overcome her fear of the dark. The twenty year old earned her
nickname by being a member of the Ockham board. As such, she is in a
powerful position during this quest, and her love for soccer might
make her an elusive competitor as well.

Wanted

Hanna
The Holy
Holy Hanna is a 19-year-old knight studying Biomedical Technology.
Strangely enough, her biggest fear, wolves, doubles as her last name.
However, this should not hold back this enthusiastic pianist to strive
for victory, since wolves are not common in these lands.

Wanted

Jaap
The Jaunty
Bees frighten knight Jaap the Jaunty, who acquired his nickname from
his cheerful character. The 21- year-old mathematician enjoys the
craft of programming, as well as computers in general. He also likes
trains and sports, which give him an advantage in evading capture.

Wanted

Laura
The Lazy
The 22-year-old psychology student knight Laura enjoys sitting back
and relaxing, either with a good book or with some friends. However,
she sometimes breaks her laziness to go climbing, or when she comes
across a rat, which frighten her terribly. Cooking is her favourite
craft, especially when she gets to sit back and enjoy the result of it.

Wanted

Lieke
The Lovely
Lovely knight Lieke enjoys relaxing activities such as reading and
shopping. She loves the company of all kinds of animals, apart from
earwigs of which she is very scared. She is a skilled hobbyist in both
crochet and knitting, and she considers knitting sweaters as her
favourite craft. In the time she has left, the 22 year old studies
Technical Medicine, which skills might add to her lovely appearance,
making her an underestimated but dangerous opponent.

Wanted

Marieke
The Mischievous
Mischievous does not cover the entire load in describing 22-year-old
knight Marieke, who dislikes spiders and horror movies. The Biomedical
Engineering student describes her hobbies as playing soccer, reading
and listening to music, but has a darker side which she keeps hidden
well. Caution is required when dealing with this knight. It is advised to
carry food as a distraction when approaching her.

Wanted

Maura
The Mighty
Mighty knight Maura is not easily overlooked – she is rumoured to be
omnipresent. Which might be explained her love for the study of
astrology. The 22-year-old is present at (at least) two degrees,
studying both Biomedical Engineering and Applied Physics, increasing
her already substantial knowledge of the world. She tries to stay
inconspicuous by volunteering to be the photographer at events, or by
drawing the scenes she has visited. She is very scared of fish, which
might be her only weakness.

Wanted

Michelle
The Magnificent
Biomedical Engineer knight Michelle is very scared of heights. The 22
year old prefers keeping both feet on the ground, although she does
not mind slippery surfaces since ice skating is one of her hobbies. she’s
a magnificent musician and enjoys reading and baking.

Wanted

Mike
The Malevolent
Knight Mike means bad luck for whoever crosses his path. The
malevolent 21-year-old mathematician does not like inconvenient
truths, since he prefers to keep his dark side hidden to the world.
Instead, he presents himself as a social individual, hanging out with
people he calls his friends (whether they use the same term is up for
discussion). He also enjoys playing the piano, hypnotizing listeners
with his music. He also enjoys organizing some lustrum, which might be
the reason the Grail went missing in the first place.

Wanted

Noor
The Notable
Cheerful knight Noor (19) studies European Public Administration. She
is a noticeable presence, which is enlarged by her membership in the
board of Ockham. This makes hiding in the broad daylight her main
strength in this quest. She enjoys to dance and considers drawing to be
her favourite craft. However, her fear of sharks will keep her away
from the beach, so you needn’t look for her there.

Wanted

Rianne
The Remorseless
Knight Rianne had her worst fear come true when she was recently
taken by the Black Knight. The 20-year-old lost the Grail, which makes
her totally remorseless in her quest to recover it. However, it is
questionable whether the Grail will be safe with her this time – being
distracted by her obligations in the town of Ockhamalot as well as
the board of ockham. if this wasn’t busy enough, she also plays tennis
and enjoys reading and organizing activities, besides studying
Biomedical Technology.

Wanted

Rik
The Righteous
The tall blond knight Rik comes from the far North, which makes him
easily scared of common things – his biggest fear is his Mother-in-law.
His love of archery may be explained by his strong need to survive the
Northern wilderness. However, his northern roots do give the 21-yearold Applied Physics student a large sense of righteousness. His main
strengths in the quest are his love for speed, showing in his love for
mountain biking, running and Formula 1 racing.

Wanted

Sébastian
The Sly
Death (in the quest) is the biggest fear of knight Sébastian. However,
it may not be a bad thing for the outcome of the quest if the 23-yearold dies, since his intentions upon acquiring the Grail are uncertain. He
has abandoned the search before, to focus more on his studies of
Applied Physics, as well as reading and playing guitar. His love for
pastry arts is suspicious and it may not be wise to accept any foods he
offers. Sébastian the Sly cannot be trusted.

Wanted

Tim
The Timid
The nickname of knight Tim the Timid is based on the similarity of his
name and the irony of it contradicting his personality. The only fear
of the Mechanical Engineer, who turns 20 this week, is failure. He
enjoys playing the piano, volleyball and squash, and his favourite
craft is archery. His undaunted nature will be his strongest asset in
this quest.

Wanted

Victor
The Virtuous
Virtuous knight Victor has many talents, some of which include
improvised acting, singing and juggling. The 21-year-olds biggest fear
is that millions of tiny spiders crawl over him, which might be your
biggest weapon against him. His love for playing (board)games gives
him an advantage in the quest, since it has heightened his tactical
skills and logic, which might also be strengthened by his study of
Applied Mathematics and his love for astronomy.

Wanted

Willemijn
The Wonderful
This Wonderful redheaded knight studies Applied Physics. 20-year-old
photography lover Willemijn is a loyal friend. You may use this to
your advantage – the way to get close to her is to become friends. Do
not attempt to do this by going to watch a scary movie – she will not
thank you for it. However, her loyalty might be the most dangerous
thing about her as well. you’ll never see it coming.

Wanted

Yorick
The Youngster
Knight Yorick might be only 19 years old, but that's not going to stop
him. Heights frighten him terribly, which might be an odd combination
with his bridge building studies in Civil Engineering. His love for the
craft of carpentry does seem to match up with his degree more. The
lover of games and skiing has, despite his youthful age, infiltrated
into Ockham enormously. His insider knowledge of the association and
its members, combined with his diverse span of interests, make him a
deadly opponent.

